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on the resolved flame propagation. Application

to the LES of the Cambridge stratified flames
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CNRS, UPR 288, Laboratoire d’Energétique Moléculaire et Macroscopique, Combustion (EM2C), Grande Voie

des Vignes, 92290 Châtenay-Malabry, France

Abstract

In Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of premixed and stratified combustion, the overall prediction of the
flame consumption speed depends on various subgrid scale (SGS) submodels such as the flame wrinkling,
the fuel stratification or heat losses. The objective of this study is to investigate the LES sensitivity to the
submodeling strategies. Different heat losses and SGS flame wrinkling models are presented in the context
of the Filtered TAbulated Chemistry for LES (F-TACLES) formulation. LES of the non-adiabatic non-
swirling bluff-body stabilized Cambridge flames (SwB burner) are presented. In this complex configuration,
both flame brush and flow dynamics are influenced by flame consumption speed submodels. First, account-
ing for heat losses impacts the prediction of both velocity and temperature of the inner recirculation zone
(IRZ). Second, model constants involved into SGS wrinkling submodels have a great impact on the mean
flame brush position. The non-adiabatic formulation combined with a dynamic estimation of the SGS
wrinkling model constant appears to be a very attractive approach and gives a very good prediction of both
the mean flame location and the IRZ flow dynamics.
! 2014 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Large Eddy Simulation of turbulent reactive
flows is an attractive strategy to capture unsteady

phenomena governing combustion dynamics and
flame stabilization mechanisms. A first modeling
approach is to describe the flame front as a propa-
gating infinitely thin surface (G-equation formal-
ism [1]). A second possibility consists in handling
the flame thickness resolution using thickening
[2,3] or spatial filtering [4,5] formalisms. These
strategies differ in the chemical flame structure
description, but all require the modeling of the sub-
grid scale turbulent flame consumption speed [6],
which is strongly influenced by subgrid scale
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complex interactions between turbulence, chemis-
try, heat transfer and mixing. These phenomena
are captured by dedicated submodels but their
combined influences on the aerodynamic and
flame brush predictions have not been investigated
yet. The objective of this work is to assess the over-
all sensitivity of the reactive flow dynamics to the
assumptions made to design these submodels.

Our study is conducted through several simula-
tions of the non-swirling non-adiabatic stratified
burner SwB [7], experimentally investigated at
Cambridge University and at Sandia National
Laboratories. Experimental campaigns reveal that
the flame structure is influenced by fuel stratifica-
tion, turbulence, heat losses and differential diffu-
sion. The first part of this article describes the
turbulent combustion model, named Filtered
TAbulated Chemistry for LES (F-TACLES)
[5,8,9] and retained here for the numerical investi-
gations. Submodels influencing the prediction of
the subfilter flame consumption speed are dis-
cussed. The second part of the article presents a
LES parametric study of the SwB configuration.
The impact of heat losses on the flame stabilization
process and temperature is discussed. Then, a sen-
sitivity analysis is conducted to assess the influence
of subgrid scale wrinkling modeling on the mean
flame brush and flow dynamics predictions.

2. Combustion model

2.1. Closure of the progress variable filtered
equation

In stratified combustion, the flame front is cap-
tured by the mixture fraction z and the progress
variable Y c. Mixture fraction z, equal to 0 and 1
in oxidizer and fuel streams, respectively, is used
to capture the fuel–air mixing. Progress variable
Y c, equal to 0 and Y eq

c ðzÞ in fresh and burnt gases,
respectively, tracks the flame front. The F-
TACLES formulation closes the filtered progress
variable eY c equation in flamelet regimes as [5,8,9]:

@!qfY c

@t
þr $ ð!qeufY cÞ ¼ r $ NDcaTab

Y c
q0D0rfY c

! "

& NDc XTab
Y c
þ !qe_xTab

Y c

! "
ð1Þ

where q and u are the flow density and velocity,
respectively. Subscript 0 denotes reference quanti-
ties. By construction, this model propagates the
resolved flame front at the subgrid scale turbulent
flame speed ST ;D [8,9]:

q0ST ;D ¼ NDc
Z 1

0

q0Sad
l ðz

0ÞPðz0Þdz0 ð2Þ

where Sad
l ðzÞ is the consumption speed [6] of a

freely propagating adiabatic laminar premixed
flame within fresh gases of mixture fraction z;ND

the flame front wrinkling factor, measuring the
subgrid scale flame surface and c a coefficient
accounting for heat losses [9]. In the following,
the mixture fraction Filtered Density Function
(FDF) P ðzÞ is modeled by a b function character-
ized by the filtered mixture fraction ez and the sub-

grid scale mixture fraction variance fz002 .
The functions aTab

Y c
;XTab

Y c
and e_xTab

Y c
in Eq. (1) are

designed to model the unresolved contributions to
molecular diffusion, convection and chemical
reaction, respectively. They are tabulated by filter-
ing 1-D adiabatic premixed flame elements com-
puted including detailed chemistry and complex
transport and stored as a function of four param-

eters: eY c;ez;fz002 and the filter scale D [8,9]. D is cho-
sen so that the reaction layer thickness (based on
e_xTab

Y c
) is resolved on a minimum of 4 nodes [10]

leading to D ' 5Dx where Dx denotes the cell size.
Balance equations for the filtered mixture fraction

ez and the mixture fraction variance fz002 [8] are
solved in addition to the eY c balance equation.

2.2. Modeling dependencies of ST ;D

Equation (2) evidences that modeling choices
for ND; c and P ðz0Þ directly influence the flame con-
sumption speed. The role of P ðz0Þ was discussed
previously [8] and the present work focusses on
the modeling of the subgrid scale flame wrinkling
ND and the heat loss correction c factors.

2.2.1. Modeling the influence of heat losses
The impact of heat losses is accounted for

through the correction factor c modeled as [9]:

c ¼

R 1

0 q0Sl z0;Deh
! "

P ðz0Þdz0

R 1

0 q0Sad
l z0ð ÞP ðz0Þdz0

ð3Þ

where Deh, the enthalpy defect relative to the fresh
gases, is defined as Deh ¼ hadðezÞ & eh. had denotes
the adiabatic (sensible plus chemical) enthalpy
and only depends on mixture fraction and fresh
gas temperature while eh is the resolved enthalpy

accounting for heat loss. Sl z0;Deh
! "

, the laminar

consumption speed at a given Dh, is estimated
from burner-stabilized 1-D flames [11]. The heat
loss correction factor c is computed from both
the 1-D non-adiabatic flame thermochemical
structure and the mixture fraction FDF and does
not necessitate any ad hoc parametrization. c ¼ 1
in adiabatic flows and decreases when heat losses
slow down the combustion chemistry. The limit
c ¼ 0 corresponds to flame quenching.

2.2.2. Modeling the subgrid scale flame wrinkling
The subgrid scale flame wrinkling model is

based on the expression initially proposed by
Charlette et al. [12] and later improved [13]:
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where ReD ¼ u0DD
# $

=m and u0D are the subgrid scale
Reynolds number and turbulence intensity, respec-
tively, while d0

l is the laminar flame thickness. b is a
model parameter. The efficiency function CD,
which estimates the net straining effect of all turbu-
lent scales smaller than D, is modeled as in [12].
Note that other modeling strategies are possible
as discussed in [14,15]. Without SGS turbulence,
the flame wrinkling is fully resolved (ND ! 1 when
u0D ! 0). On the other hand, for large turbulence
intensities, the sub-grid scale wrinkling factor ND

reduces to the fractal-like power-law:

ND ¼ D=d0
l

# $b ð5Þ

Both the estimations of the parameter b (Eqs. (4)
and (5)) and the subgrid scale velocity fluctuations
u0D (Eq. (4)) require additional submodels dis-
cussed bellow

Estimation of b.
Various values of b have been reported in the

literature depending on the flame and flow topol-
ogy as well as the turbulence intensity [16]. For
instance, b ¼ 0:5 produces reasonable behavior
of SGS wrinkling model over a significant range
of flame and turbulence parameters [12,16], but
b ¼ 0:3 is also often encountered in the literature
[13,17–20].

An alternative is to automatically adjust b
from the known resolved scales [13,16,20–22].
Following the original idea of the Germano
et al. dynamic model [23] for unresolved momen-
tum transport, the b parameter is expressed by
equating the flame surface averaged over a given
volume, referred as h$i when estimated following
two routes: (i) filtering the LES total flame surface
density (i.e. flame surface per unit volume) at the

testfilter scale bD; (ii) filtering the resolved progress

variable at the scale bD to estimate the total flame
surface density at the effective filter scale

b!D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Dð Þ2 þ bD

! "2
r

obtained when combining

LES and test Gaussian filters (see [20] for details):
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where bQ denotes test-filtering of the quantity Q,
beQ denotes test-filtering of the resolved quantity
eQ and h$i averages over a volume, here transversal
slices of thickness 4D. The normalized progress
variable ec is defined from the resolved progress
variable fY c as ec ¼ fY c=Y eq

c ðezÞ. The wrinkling fac-
tor is modeled following the strategy prescribed

in [22] where the flame wrinkling cutoff scale dc

is set to two times the thermal flame thickness d0
l

and the b parameter is given by Eq. (6):

b ¼
ln drecj j

D E! .
rbec
&&&

&&&
D E"

ln bD=D
! " ð7Þ

Estimation of u0D. The Prandtl-Kolmogorov
approach [24,25], consists in estimating u0D from
the turbulent viscosity mt closing subgrid scale tur-
bulent transport:

u0D ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=3

p
mt=CkDxð Þ D=Dxð Þ1=3 ð8Þ

The value of the model constant Ck is estimated in
ideal cases as homogeneous and isotropic turbu-
lence or highly sheared mixing layers [26]. Two
typical values (Ck ¼ 0:05 and Ck ¼ 0:1) are con-
sidered here. Unfortunately, this expression does
not guaranty u0D ¼ 0 when the flame is not wrin-
kled by turbulence.

An alternative is to define an operator which
subtracts the dilatational part of the resolved
velocity field [2]:

u0D ¼ c2D
3
x jr

2ðr( euÞj D=ðnxDxÞð Þ1=3 ð9Þ

where nx ¼ 10 and c2 ¼ 2 are model constants.
This formulation degenerates towards laminar
flame regimes.

The influence of the three submodels for c; b
and u0D on the simulation of a non-adiabatic tur-
bulent stratified flame are identified in the follow-
ing sections.

3. Experimental and numerical set-up of the Cam-
bridge stratified burner

The Cambridge stratified swirl burner (SwB)
[7,27] is composed of two concentric tubes sur-
rounding a central bluff-body. The burner dimen-
sions and the different injected streams are
illustrated in Fig. 1. The inner (i) and outer (o)
methane-air streams inlets are controlled indepen-
dently in terms of bulk velocity U and equivalence
ratio /. A surrounding air coflow of velocity U co
isolates the flame from ambient perturbations.
The injected streams temperature is T 0 ¼ 298:0

Fig. 1. Cross section of the axisymmetric SwB burner.
Diameters are given in mm.
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K. A wide range of operating conditions have
been experimentally investigated by varying the
degree of stratification and swirl. The numerical
work focuses here on two non-swirling cases for
which operating conditions are indicated in
Table 1: the premixed reactive configuration
SwB1 and the stratified reactive configuration
SwB5. Experimental data available include veloc-
ity, temperature and local equivalence ratio [7,27].
Recent measurements of the bluff-body wall tem-
perature using phosphor thermometry [28], shown
in Fig. 2, evidences the importance of heat trans-
fer from burnt gases to the wall.

LES are performed using the YALES2 low-
Mach number, unstructured finite volume flow
solver [29]. Fourth-order schemes are used for
both spatial discretization and time integration.
The SGS turbulence is described by the r-model
[30]. Chemistry is tabulated from a collection of
1-D laminar premixed flames computed with the

detailed chemistry scheme proposed by Lindstedt
[31], involving 29 species and 141 reactions. The
tabulated chemistry is coupled to the LES balance
equations with the non-adiabatic stratified F-
TACLES model introduced in Section 2.1 and
detailed in [9]. Homogeneous and isotropic turbu-
lence [32] is injected into the tubes at Z =
&120 mm and is adjusted to match velocity fluctu-
ations profiles measured at Z = 2 mm (Z = 0 mm
being the plane located at the burner exit). The
turbulent intensity is set to 10% while the integral
length scale is Le ' Dh=4 ' 3:0 mm where Dh
denotes the hydraulic diameter. Preliminary simu-
lations of the non-reacting case (not show here
due to space limitation), performed on two
meshes (6.2 and 17.6 million nodes), have shown
that the coarser grid was sufficient to capture
SwB flow dynamics. The coarser grid, used for
this study, has been designed to be representative
of industrial applications. The characteristic mesh
size in the flame region is Dx ' d0

l ensuring a major
contribution of the combustion model in the LES.
A parametric study has then been performed on
reacting cases through 9 numerical simulations
whose characteristics are summarized in Table 2
and are analyzed below.

Table 1
Operating conditions.

Case /i½&* /o½&* Ui½ms * U o½ms * Uco½ms *
SwB1 0.75 0.75 8.31 18.7 0.4
SwB5 1.0 0.5 8.31 18.7 0.4

Fig. 2. Measured bluff-body surface temperatures for
SwB1 and SwB5 cases [28].

Table 2
Simulated cases. The flow-through-time (FTT) is estimated as FTT = L/Ui = 10 ms with L = 0.1 m the height of the
reaction zone and Ui ¼ 10 m:s&1 the bulk velocity of inner tube. The F-TACLES filtered look-up tables are generated
with a flame filter size D = 2.5 mm. These computations are conducted on an IBM Blue Gene/Q machine on 1024 cores.

Simu. # Exp.
config

Nnodes Tbluff-body ND Model u0D Model b Model 1FTT cost
[hCPU]

1-AD-CH1 SwB1 6:2 $ 106 Adiabatic Eq. (4) Eq. (8) (Ck ¼ 0:1) 0.5 16800 hCPU
1-NAD-CH1 SwB1 6:2 $ 106 Expe. [28] Eq. (4) Eq. (8) (Ck ¼ 0:1) 0.5 16900 hCPU
5-AD-CH1 SwB5 6:2 $ 106 Adiabatic Eq. (4) Eq. (8) (Ck ¼ 0:1) 0.5 18500 hCPU
5-NAD-CH1 SwB5 6:2 $ 106 Expe. [28] Eq. (4) Eq. (8) (Ck ¼ 0:1) 0.5 18800 hCPU
5-NAD-CH2 SwB5 6:2 $ 106 Expe. [28] Eq. (4) Eq. (8) (Ck ¼ 0:05) 0.5 18800 hCPU
5-NAD-CO SwB5 6:2 $ 106 Expe. [28] Eq. (4) Eq. (9) 0.5 19000 hCPU
5-NAD-B5 SwB5 6:2 $ 106 Expe. [28] ND ¼ D=dlð Þb – 0.5 18400 hCPU
5-NAD-B3 SwB5 6:2 $ 106 Expe. [28] ND ¼ D=dlð Þb – 0.3 18400 hCPU
5-NAD-BD SwB5 6:2 $ 106 Expe. [28] ND ¼ D=dcð Þb – Dynamic [20,22] 22300 hCPU

Fig. 3. Isosurface of filtered progress variable reaction
rate !qe_xY c colored by fresh gas equivalence ratio / for
the stratified (SwB5) case. Left: Adiabatic computation
(5-AD-CH1). Right: non-adiabatic computation (5-
NAD-CH1).
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4. Result analysis

4.1. Impact of heat losses on flame stabilization and
temperature field

For both SwB1 and SwB5 cases, two simula-
tions are conducted either by assuming burner
adiabaticity or by imposing measured bluff-body
temperature shown in Fig. 2 as thermal boundary
conditions (Table 2). These four computations use
the same subgrid scale flame wrinkling closure.
Figure 3 compares two instantaneous views of
the filtered progress variable reaction rate iso-sur-
face extracted from adiabatic and non-adiabatic
simulations of the SwB5 case. The flame is
anchored on the burner bluff-body for adiabatic
conditions while the non-adiabatic simulation
predicts a lifted flame. Indeed, heat losses affect
the flow enthalpy and influence the turbulent fil-
tered flame propagation speed [33,34] through
the factor c (Eq. (2)). Figure 4 compares mean
temperature radial profiles against experimental
data for both SwB1 and SwB5 cases. Two axial
distances from the burner exit, corresponding to
the bluff-body inner recirculation zone (IRZ),
are selected. As expected, the adiabatic simulation
of SwB5 flame overestimates the burnt gases tem-
perature for r < 6 mm by about 150 K while the
non-adiabatic simulation, accounting for the
IRZ cooling at the bluff-body wall surface, cor-
rectly captures it. However, this tendency is not
verified in the SwB1 case, where the adiabatic
LES predicts surprisingly well the IRZ tempera-
ture which is now underestimated by the non-adi-
abatic LES. This phenomenon is explained by
comparing computed and measured equivalence
ratio in Fig. 5. As discussed in [35], experiments
revealed that atom balances (atomic mass

fractions) were not conserved across the flame
brush going from reactants to products. Equilib-
rium temperature is consequently affected by this
elemental composition variation. This complex
phenomenon is not captured by the F-TACLES
model where chemistry is tabulated from 1-D
premixed flamelets, neglecting therefore complex
transport across iso-equivalence ratio surfaces
[36]. This effect could be handled by adding a
coordinate to the chemical database [37,38], a task
out of the scope of the present study. An a priori
estimation of the error induced by such assump-
tion in both SwB1 and SwB5 is nevertheless
proposed. Figure 6, plots the equilibrium temper-
ature as a function of the equivalence ratio, for

Fig. 4. Mean temperature eT radial profiles. Legend: - - -
adiabatic computations (1-AD-CH1 and 5-AD-CH1);
— non-adiabatic computations (1-NAD-CH1 and 5-
NAD-CH1); ++ experiments.

Fig. 5. Mean fresh gas equivalence ratio / radial
profiles. Legend: - - - adiabatic computations (1-AD-
CH1 and 5-AD-CH1); — non-adiabatic computations
(1-NAD-CH1 and 5-NAD-CH1); ++ experiments.

Fig. 6. Equilibrium temperature function of fresh gas
equivalence ratio / for adiabatic and non-adiabatic
situations. CH4-Air fresh gas temperature is taken equal
to T 0 ¼ 298:0 K. Legend: upper curve: adiabatic
(Dh ¼ 0); lower curve: non-adiabatic (Dh ¼ 1:5 $ 105

J/kg).
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two different enthalpy defects Dh. Dh ¼ 0 corre-
sponds to the adiabatic equilibrium temperature
while Dh ¼ 1:5 $ 105 J/kg is the mean enthalpy
defect extracted from the centerline of the IRZ
in non-adiabatic computations. The variation of
equivalence ratio D/ due to differential diffusion
is estimated from experimental data. D/ is shown
in Fig. 5 for both cases SwB1 and SwB5. The tem-
perature variations dT Dh and dT D/ due to heat
losses and differential diffusion, respectively, are
identified for both SwB1 and SwB5. As the IRZ
mixture of SwB5 is almost stoichiometric, it is
observed in Fig. 6 that dT Dh > dT D/, explaining
why neglecting differential diffusion across iso-
equivalence ratio will not lead to significant
departure between measured and predicted tem-
perature (Fig. 4 right). At the opposite,
dT Dh ' dT D/ for the lean fully premixed SwB1
case. Then, the non-adiabatic simulation without
accounting for complex transport effect cannot
capture accurately the IRZ temperature. The
SwB1 adiabatic simulation actually predicts fairly
well the burnt gases temperature (Fig. 4 left)
because of two compensating errors.

4.2. Impact of the subgrid scale wrinkling model on
the flame brush position

The wrinkling of resolved flame surface shown
in Fig. 3 evolves along the centerline: the flame
front is weakly affected by turbulent motions near
the burner exit whereas the reactive layer is
strongly wrinkled by the turbulent shear layer fur-
ther downstream. Assuming similarity between
resolved and SGS wrinkling scales, the same
complex behavior is expected for ND. Different
modeling strategies for ND are now challenged
on the stratified SwB5 case, for which the IRZ
thermochemical properties are well predicted.
Heat transfer to the wall are systematically
included in the following simulations.

The flame wrinkling model given by Eq. (4) is
used in simulations 5-NAD-CH1, 5-NAD-CH2
and 5-NAD-CO (Table 2). These computations
only differ by the SGS velocity fluctuation model.
5-NAD-CH1 and 5-NAD-CH2 estimate u0D from
the Prandtl-Kolmogorov approach (Eq. (8)) with
Ck ¼ 0:1 and Ck ¼ 0:05, respectively. 5-NAD-CO
retains the Colin model (Eq. (9)). Mean tempera-
ture profiles are compared to experimental data
in Fig. 7. 5-NAD-CH2 mispredicts the mean flame
brush position for axial distances Z P 20 mm.
However, 5-NAD-CH1 predicts a flame brush clo-
ser to experimental measurements showing that
the results are very sensitive to the Prandtl-
Kolmogorov model constant Ck in Eq. (8). The
5-NAD-CO simulation also gives a good predic-
tion of the mean flame brush but the same sensitiv-
ity to the u0D model constant is expected. Prediction
of the turbulent flame position is then strongly cor-
related to the u0D submodel uncertainties.

The influence of the b parameter is investigated
on the saturated ND formulation (Eq. (5)). Two
simulations, namely 5-NAD-B5 and 5-NAD-B3,
have been performed with b ¼ 0:5 and b ¼ 0:3,
respectively. The saturated formulation of ND is
not relevant to predict unity SGS flame wrinkling
in laminar regimes. This is why neither 5-NAD-
B5 or 5-NAD-B3 solution capture the flame brush
position at first axial locations. However, the 5-
NAD-B3 leads to fair agreement with experimental
data further downstream whereas 5-NAD-B5 com-
pletely mispredict the mean flame position. The
constant model parameter b can then be adjusted
to fit either upstream or downstream flame front
wrinkling. As shown by plots of 5-NAD-BD simu-
lation, dynamic estimation of b brings then enough
flexibility to Eq. (5) for capturing both quasi-lam-
inar and turbulent flame regimes. It provides a very
good prediction of the mean properties of the flame
both at the quasi-laminar flame basis1 (b ¼ 0:2 at

Fig. 7. Mean temperature eT radial profiles for the
stratified case (SwB5) case. Left plot: — 5-NAD-CH1;
$ $ $ 5-NAD-CH2; - - - 5-NAD-CO; + + Experiments.
Right plot: - $ - 5-NAD-B5; - - - 5-NAD-B3; – – –
5-NAD-BD; + + experiments.

1 The dynamic estimation of the b parameter goes to
zero in laminar cases or when the wrinkling is fully
resolved as shown in [20].
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Z = 10 mm) and further downstream where the
flame is fully turbulent (b ¼ 0:8 at Z = 30 mm).
The dynamic estimation of the b parameter only
induces a 20 % increase in computational cost.
All radial profiles of mean temperature exhibit a
broader flame brush than the measured one far
from the burner exit. This result may be due to
the azimuthal averaging operation as discussed in.

4.3. Influence of turbulent combustion submodels on
the flow dynamics

Figure 8 compares medium cross section of
mean axial velocity iso-surfaces at the IRZ loca-
tion for the SwB5 case. First, both the position
and the dynamics of the IRZ differ between
5-AD-CH1 and 5-NAD-CH1 as thermal expan-
sion is reduced near the burner wall when heat
losses are considered. The non-adiabatic simula-
tion 5-NAD-CH1 predicts a faster rotation of
the recirculation zone evidenced by a larger abso-
lute value of the negative axial velocity. Second,
non-adiabatic simulations evidence a direct corre-
lation between the height of the IRZ (Fig. 8) and
the mean flame brush position near the burner exit
(Fig. 7): the highest opening angles of the mean

flame brush correspond to the smallest recircula-
tion zones. Same conclusions are made comparing
axial and radial velocity profiles to experimental
data at different distances from burner exit (not
shown here due to space limitation). Therefore,
subgrid scale wrinkling models also impact the
IRZ dynamics. In particular, it is worth noting
that 5-NAD-BD gives a good prediction of both
the mean flame brush position and the IRZ
aerodynamic.

5. Conclusion

A sensitivity study has been conducted on the
non-swirling SwB flames. Two modeling issues
have been considered. First, heat losses are found
to decrease the temperature of burnt gas in the
IRZ improving the comparison with experiments.
It also drastically decreases the flame consump-
tion speed at the flame basis which consequently
influences the flow through thermal expansion.
The ND models sensitivity analysis shows that
the saturated formulation (Eq. (5)) with a static
estimation of the b parameter is too rough to
capture different flame wrinkling regimes. The

Fig. 8. Cross section in the medium plane of the iso-surfaces of mean axial velocity fUz for the stratified case (SwB5). For
each figure, isolines values are, from right to left, fUz ¼ f3; 2; 1; 0;&1;&2;&3g m:s&1. Dashed lines: fU z < 0; solid lines:
fUz P 0.
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Charlette et al. [12] model (Eq. (4)) is theoretically
attractive as designed to degenerate correctly
towards laminar flame regime but is very sensitive
to model parameters such as the SGS velocity
fluctuations u0D. Finally, the dynamic formulation
is sufficiently flexible to capture the flame brush
position over the whole computational domain.
Similar conclusions may be achieved with any
model based on flame surface considerations and
also depending on sub-models for the flame con-
sumption speed.
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